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Bifurcated Response of a Regional Forest to Drought

Chuixiang Yi1,2, Guangwei Mu1, George Hendrey3,4, Sergio M Vicente-Serrano2, Wei Fang1, Tao Zhou3,4, Shan Gao1,4,5 and Peipei Xu1,4,5

Abstract

Several lines of evidence suggest that forest growth in many regions is declining as a consequence of changing climate. To predict the fate of forests in the future, a quantitative understanding of how the key climate variables (insolation, precipitation and temperature) interact with forests to cause the decline is a pressing need. Here we use a regionally-averaged tree-ring width index (RWI) to quantify forest growth in the Southwest United States (SWUS). We show that over a period of 100 years, SWUS RWI bifurcated into forest stands with enhanced (healthy) and reduced (declining) branches when regressed on shortwave-radiation and temperature, respectively. The reduced branch was controlled overwhelmingly by drought as measured with a regionally-averaged precipitation-evapotranspiration index (SPEI). As SPEI approached -1.6 (previously shown as a tipping-point for SWUS conifer forest growth), RWI approached zero and in extreme drought years, wide spread tree mortality has been observed. Modeled trends in SPEI based on four IPCC-GHG scenarios predict SWUS SPEI, falling below -1.6 more or less continuously within a few decades. With drought expanding north- and eastward over larger areas, tree mortality may become a semi-continental phenomenon with coniferous forests transitioning to more xeric ecosystems. Our results provide insights into how to differentiate functions of climate impacts on forest growth and how to identify tipping-point control parameters for forest regime transitions.
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Introduction

Forests provide an essential service in partially balancing the global carbon budget, sequestering about one quarter of anthropogenic emissions (2.4 GT C per year) [1]. However, forest health has been threatened recently by disturbances such as heat waves, persistent and extreme droughts, massive wildfire, and widespread insect outbreaks, all associated with on-going climate change [2]. In the Southwestern United States (SWUS) drought is a major stressor of forest ecosystems [3,4,5] leading to forest decline and there is concern that this may extend to a global phenomenon [2,3]. Particularly, regions experiencing increasing warming and drought stress are expanding and shifting to higher latitudes and altitudes [6]. As long as these on-going trends continue, forests in some regions may shift into an irreversible transition stage leading to wide-spread forest die-back resulting in substantial carbon emissions to the atmosphere.

To better understand the fate of forests over the next 100 years, we attempted to find a key climatic parameter controlling forest growth, and at what value of this control parameter the steady state of a forest ecosystem loses its stability and transitions to another stable steady state. Phase transition theory exists in physics [7-9] and ecologists have borrowed the theory to understand abrupt changes in many domains of ecological phenomena [10-12]. Particularly, forestry scientists [4,13-19] have recently become more interested in using transition theory as a power tool to tackle forest mortality issues: why and when regional forest decline occurs, and how we can identify a threshold level (tipping point) of forest growth decline. They have also realized that answering these questions qualitatively by graphics is easy but doing so quantitatively is quite challenging. The first challenge is to identify a better indicator or measurement for forest growth that also can indicate a declining trend at an early stage. Babst et al. (See Table 1 [20]) pointed out that in comparison with the other available databases (e. g. eddy-covariance fluxes, forest inventories/monitoring plots, and remote sensing images) tree-ring records have more advantages for understanding forest-climate interactions from regional to global and from year to millennial scales. Tree ring data with associated climate data, aggregated sub-regionally, allow examination of climate variability on growth at an appropriate scale, year-by-year. Regional aggregation allows the reduction of variability associated with individual trees or plots due to local edaphic conditions and permits the regional pattern to emerge. A second challenge is to identify the threshold level (tipping point) of regional forest growth decline. Distilling relationships between declining forest growth and climate parameters is the key to identifying early warning signals linked to climate trends [15]. Although forest-climate interactions have been intensively studied by observations and models over many years [21], a function descriptive of regional forest growth decline associated with a key climate control parameter remains absent [16].

To tackle these challenging questions, we have conducted a pilot study using tree-ring data and climate data for coniferous forests in the SWUS (including Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah) over past decades. Our initial results [4] show a robust relationship between regional average tree-ring width and a standardized precipitation-evapotranspiration index (SPEI) as regional tree-ring width varies from narrow to zero. This relationship allows the prediction of a tipping point for loss of coniferous forest resistance to drought on a regional scale [22]. Here, we continue our previous studies with the same tree-ring datasets but including more climate parameters (i.e. temperature, precipitation, and short-wave radiation). The goal of this study is to distinguish what climate pattern (relationship of precipitation with temperature) provides a healthy or unhealthy condition for regional forest growth. To further understand whether SWUS coniferous forests would become unstable and pass the tipping point and shift to some alternative state with on-going climate change, we examined predicted forest growth under four different future climate scenarios. We calculated average multi-model future globally-gridded (2.5’ resolution) monthly SPEI with 24 different time scales. The calculations were based on climate datasets generated by the fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5),
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with four future representative CO₂ concentration pathways (RCPs): RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0, and RCP8.5 [23].

Materials and Methods

Focusing on SWUS conifer forests (particularly dominant species Pinus ponderosa and Pinus edulis) we used a rich tree-ring database and well-documented climate records associated with the trees sampled to develop empirical, data-driven models that: (1) identify climate patterns that reduce (or enhance) forest resistance to drought; (2) determine the potential tipping point at which regional forests lose stability and begin to shift toward another regime; and (3) predict the future regimes of SWUS forests over the rest of the twenty-first century.

RWI data

We obtained 116 chronologies of tree-ring width index (RWI) of ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) and pinyon pine (Pinus edulis) within the Southwestern United States (SWUS) (Figure S1) from the International Tree-Ring Data Bank (www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/treering.html). Each chronology represents the average growth of several trees (average 22 samples per site) of the same species growing at the same site. The raw RWI chronologies were standardized by employing the program AutoRegressive Standarization, by which long-term growth trends caused by aging and increasing trunk diameter were, removed [24]. This produced unitless ring width indices (RWI) for each tree in the dataset ranging from 0 (no growth) to 2783 (maximum growth in the dataset) with a mean value for all the samples of 1000. The mean length of the chronologies used was 80 years (range 59 to 103). The time period of RWI data did not extend back in time past the year 1900 because the data of a key drought index we used, the standardized precipitation–evapotranspiration index (SPEI), are available only after that year.

SPEI data

Monthly data of SPEI with different time-scales at a spatial resolution of 0.5° were used to quantify meteorological drought conditions from 1901 to 2014. This information was obtained from the SPEIbase (http://sac.csic.es/spei/database.html) based on monthly precipitation and Penman-Monteith reference evapotranspiration from the Climatic Research Unit (CRU) of the University of East Anglia. Different SPEI time-scales (1 month to 24 months) represent cumulative water balance ranging from relatively short to long terms (e.g., SPEI obtained for time-scale of 24-month represents the cumulative water balance over the previous 24 months). SPEI is comparable in space, time and across time-scales [25,26], it is equally sensitive to changes in precipitation and the atmospheric evaporative demand [27] and has shown better performance than other drought indices in drought quantification [28] and in identification of drought impacts in a variety of sectors [29]. The SPEI values have been found to be sensitive to global warming, and identify better than other indices the strong drought events associated with the strong heat waves of 2002 in central Europe and in 2010 in Russia [26].

Climate data

Location-matched climate data (incoming shortwave radiation, temperature, and precipitation) of all tree-ring sites were retrieved from CRU+ NCEP datasets downloaded at dods.extra.cea.fr/data/p529viv/crunccep/ through dvgm.ceh.ac.uk/node/9 [30-32]. The CRU+NCEP datasets are combinations of two existing datasets: (1) The UEA CRU TS3.23 dataset, which is the University of East Anglia gridded climate dataset interpolated using the original information from stations around the world for the period 1901 to 2014 [33]; and (2) US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reanalysis 2.5° x 2.5° 6-hourly climatology covering the period 1948–near real time [34]. The CRU TS3.22 is 0.5-degree monthly climate data based on ground data, while the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis is 2.5-degree 6-hourly modeled datasets. To make the CRU+NCEP datasets, the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis was interpolated to 0.5 degree and 6-hourly variations of the interpolated NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis for each month were added to CRU TS3.22 monthly data. In this study, we used CRU+NCEP data for 6-hourly mean temperature, precipitation, and incoming shortwave radiation for the period 1901 to 2014. We made annual average or sum (e.g. precipitation) for these CRU+NCEP 6-hourly data sets.

Binned average

Based on the hypothesis that similar RWI values of ponderosa pine and pinyon pine in the SWUS were produced under similar climate conditions no matter when they were produced and where they were located, the RWI data were averaged within each of the 116 forest field sites. To remove the effects of year and site location we ranked each of the field site average RWI values across the whole region and over the 104-year period for which we had data, from the minimum to the maximum RWI values. The RWI data with their corresponding, site-specific climate data (incoming shortwave radiation, temperature, precipitation, and SPEI) were then binned as averages obtained within a moving RWI interval of 120 RWI values, incremented by 20 RWI values at each step, from RWI=0 to 2783.

RWI bifurcation model

The bifurcating relationship of RWI with the corresponding binned annual mean incoming shortwave radiation in Figure 1A can be described by an empirical model,

\[ RWI = \frac{\mu R' s}{\mu R' s + \Delta RWI}, \]

where \( RWI = 1000 \) is the mean RWI within each bin, \( R' s = \overline{R} - \overline{R} \) is deviation from the mean annual mean incoming shortwave radiation (W/m²), \( \mu \) is a light-rim conversion coefficient m²·W⁻¹, and \( \Delta RWI \) is a RWI fluctuation potential induced by climate change. The second term in Eq. (1) is a RWI fluctuation with amplitude given by \( \Delta RWI \) and slope given by \( \mu \). A positive sign (+) is used to predict the upper branch (blue curve) with model parameter values \( \mu = 212.2 \) m²·W⁻¹ and \( \Delta RWI = 2930 \), and a negative sign (-) is used to predict the lower branch with model parameter values \( \mu = 108.7 \) m²·W⁻¹ and \( \Delta RWI = 11560 \).

PCA (Principle component analyses)

Principle component analyses were conducted on the correlation matrices among annual SPEI, Temperature, SW (short-wave radiation) and precipitation associated with the whole RWI dataset (WHOLE), with the upper branch of RWI bifurcation (UPPER, including all data with RWI=1000), and with the lower branch of RWI bifurcation (LOWER, including all data with RWI=1000). Then stepwise regressions were conducted using observed RWI data against the principle components of PCA, on WHOLE, LOWER and UPPER RWI dataset, respectively. As shown in the Tables S1-S3, the
coefficient of the 1st component (mostly correlated with temperature and short-wave radiation) is 20.15 for the enhanced branch, -66.125 for the reduced branch and -81.366 for the whole dataset. This suggests that RWI’s response to temperature and short-wave radiation in the enhanced branch is opposite to that in the reduced branch, and such pattern will be disguised if they were not analyzed separately.

21st century SPEI scenarios

To understand whether SWUS coniferous forests would become unstable and pass the tipping point and shift toward some alternative state with on-going climate change, we calculated future globally-gridded (2.5° resolution) monthly SPEI at time scales from 1 to 24 months, based on climate datasets generated by the fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5). We calculated multi-model averages considering four future representative concentration pathways (RCPs): RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0, and RCP8.5. Each RCP represents a level of anthropogenic radiative forcing anticipated to occur by the year 2100, ranging from 2.6 W/m² (RCP2.6) to 8.5 W/m² (RCP8.5). The SPEI data was obtained for the same reference period as the SPEI base (1901-2014) for each concentration pathway.

Results

Bifurcation of regional forest growth

Tree-ring width shows a bifurcating relationship with the corresponding binned annual mean incoming shortwave radiation, indicating two functional responses (Figure 1A). We label the upper branch enhanced growth (healthy) and the lower branch we label reduced growth (declining). It is observed that the enhanced RWI branch increases with greater incoming shortwave radiation, whereas the reduced branch is a decreasing function of incoming shortwave radiation. The explanation for this bifurcation of forest growth is that key climate variables (T, P, Rs, SPEI) are not independent and the relationships among these variables for the enhanced- and reduced-growth branches are quite different (principal component analysis, Table S1), as demonstrated below.

Our result contrasts with tree-ring-based temperature reconstructions if a correlation regression between all anomalies of tree-ring width and temperature is used, but it also shows a solution to this challenge. Temperature and tree-ring width are not correlated in a simple way (Figure 1B). There are two regimes of tree-ring width for a given temperature: wider tree-rings (green-filled circles in Figure 1B) with an enhanced growth climate (wet, higher precipitation (Figure 1C), positive SPEI (Figure 1D)) and narrow tree-rings (brown-filled circles in Figure 1B) with a reduced growth climate (dry, lower precipitation (Figure 1C), negative SPEI (Figure 1D)). Our results suggest that uncertainties in temperature reconstruction will be reduced if tree-ring width data and location-matched climate data are divided into positive and negative anomaly groups and temperature is deduced by their respective regressions. Although RWI was approximately a monotonic function of precipitation under dry climate condition (see brown-filled circles in Figure 1C) the robustness of monotonicity of climate control on RWI for the reduced growth branch was dictated by SPEI (brown-filled circle in Figure 1D). SPEI is a better predictor of tree-ring growth because precipitation is only the input for the soil water balance, with soil surface evaporation, runoff, and seepage to groundwater and evapotranspiration as exports from the soil water reservoir, which are strongly determined by the atmospheric evaporative demand included in the SPEI calculations.

Different climatic features of enhanced branch from reduced growth

Figure 2A shows a similar bifurcation for the relationship of precipitation with temperature between the enhanced and the reduced growth branches. The climate associated with the enhanced growth branch is wet (SPEI>0, green-filled circles in Figure 2B) and precipitation is relatively high and nearly constant as temperature increased at the initial stage and then slightly decreased with increasing temperature (green-filled circles in Figure 2A). In contrast, the climate associated with the reduced growth branch is dry (SPEI<0, brown-filled circles in Figure 2B) and precipitation decreases almost linearly as an inverse relationship to temperature (brown-filled circles in Figure 2A). This demonstrates that high incoming solar radiation, by itself, promotes growth even in the semi-arid SWUS if water is sufficiently available (green-filled circles in Figure 2C and 2D). Tree-ring growth essentially is dependent on the water balance that is described better by SPEI (precipitation minus atmospheric evaporative demand) than by precipitation alone. Forest growth rates are substantially enhanced in hotter-wet climate but strongly reduced in hotter, drought-dominated climate. Even though the regimes of forest growth can be bifurcated by temperature, incoming shortwave radiation is a better indicator of forest growth than temperature.

The enhanced growth branch was controlled synergistically by light (incoming shortwave radiation), temperature, precipitation, and SPEI (green-filled circles in Figure 2A-2D). In the warmer condition, forest growth rate was limited mainly by light and temperature (green-filled circles in Figure 1A-1B) due to maintenance of a consistently high level of soil moisture. In contrast, the changes in forest growth rate on the reduced growth branch are controlled primarily by soil moisture (brown-filled circles in Figure 2A-2D) even though there is a strong correlation between RWI and annual mean incoming shortwave radiation (Figure 1A). The reduced growth climate (red curve in Figure 2B) is characterized by warmer and drier conditions with high light intensity. Although the effect of warmer temperature on heat stress with increased evapotranspiration leading to hydraulic failure [36,37] cannot be ruled out as a contributor to forest growth decline, this would be related to insufficient soil moisture, which appears to be an underlying reason for forest growth reduction.

Quantifying the approach to a tipping point

Tree-ring width can be considered as an indicator of tree vitality [38,39], reflecting forest growth potential. Living trees that have zero ring-growth are functioning near to or below their physiological compensation point, but if climate conditions improve the tree may recover and exhibit growth again. When trees do die of drought, tree ring growth is generally quite reduced prior to death [38-41]. The evidence leads us to hypothesize that regional forest growth potential can be measured by regional average tree-ring width (RWI). Narrow average tree-ring width, relative to normal growth, reflects stress, with lowered capacity for survival, lower ability to recover, and more vulnerability to attack by insects and pathogens.

The idea of forest growth or capacity for survival can be illustrated following Scheffer’s concept of a corresponding basin of attraction [42] (Figure 1E) Wider tree-ring width indicating a healthy forest implies that the basin of attraction of a forest regime is deep. For a healthy forest (e.g. the enhanced growth branch in Figure 1A), relationships between forest growth potential and climate drivers is complicated. Under conditions of sufficient soil moisture, forest growth potential was synergistically controlled by light and temperature (green-filled
Figure 1: Binned RWI versus associated binned climate drivers: (A) annual mean incoming shortwave radiation; (B) annual mean temperature; (C) annual precipitation; and (D) SPEI. A conceptual model of forest growth is summarized in (E). The filled green circles are binned RWI values above the average (1000), while the filled brown circles below the average. The vertical bar on each point is the standard error of binned RWIs and horizontal bar on each point is the standard error of binned climate drivers.

Figure 2: Climate patterns of SWUS coniferous forest resistance: (A) precipitation versus temperature; (B) SPEI versus temperature; (C) precipitation versus shortwave radiation; and (D) SPEI versus shortwave radiation. All these climate data were binned in the same way as their associate binned RWIs. The filled green circles reveal climatic patterns (relationships) associated with the enhanced forest resilience branch, while filled brown circles reveal climatic patterns (relationships) associated with the reduced forest resilience branch. The vertical bar on each point is the standard error of binned precipitations (A and C) and that of binned SPEIs in (B and D), and horizontal bar on each point is the standard error of binned annual mean temperatures (A and B) and of binned annual mean shortwave radiation (C and D).
The overall drying trend of SWUS from 1980s to 2100 shown by SPEI in Figure 3 is in agreement with studies by soil moisture metrics analyses from 21st century climate models [35,46], resulting from decreased precipitation driven by a poleward shift of the subtropical dry zone associated with the descending branch of the expanding Hadley cell 6 and the increasing anticyclonic conditions [47] and by increased atmospheric evaporative demand [3]. From 1980 to the present, SWUS has been accelerating into a prolonged drier era (Figure 3). Our analyses based on the CMIP5 RCP scenarios predicts that this will continue and soon will result in the loss of coniferous forest growth potential and the transition to a condition perhaps similar to the Sonoran Desert (Figure 1E). In fact, an unusual amount of tree mortality associated with the drying trend already has been reported. McDowell et al. [3] used the predawn leaf water potential model to predict that 72% of SWUS coniferous forests will experience mortality by 2050, with nearly 100% forest mortality by 2100.

Discussion

Forest growth may be determined by many abiotic and biotic factors [16]. Our results strongly suggest that the SWUS forest growth stability basin (Figure 1E) is becoming shallower, overwhelmingly driven by soil moisture and atmospheric evaporative demand under hotter and drier climate conditions. With projected climate changes it should be expected that during this century the SWUS region largely will "tip" into a variety of alternative xeric states from which it will be difficult to recover.

Anthropogenic warming is producing co-occurring warm-dry conditions [48] that are expanding not only throughout the SWUS but also deeper into North America [6,49]. In-situ observations from the world-wide tower network (FLUXNET) demonstrate that CO2 transfer from the atmosphere to terrestrial ecosystems in land areas that are warm (annual average >16°C) is limited mainly by dryness [50]. As forests die, not only will their atmospheric CO2 uptake decline but also the carbon stored in the wood and soils will be released to the atmosphere. More xeric ecosystems replacing the conifer forests will have a lower standing biomass. Reduced CO2 uptake and storage will have a positive feedback on global climate change that is likely to accelerate the rate of climate warming and forest dieback [51].

Employing regional average tree-ring width data as an indicator of forest growth, as demonstrated in this study, would be useful in understanding of potential collapse of regional forests with the warming climate trend and could contribute to improved predictive models of global climate change. In addition, the bifurcation of forest growth is a new tool that can be used to open up a novel avenue of research in dendroclimatic reconstruction.
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